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VES8254H Price: 574,000€ 

Town House

El Chaparral

3 Bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

138m² Build Size

84m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

3 Bedrooms - 574.000 € to 714.000 € 4 Bedrooms - 631.000 € to 783.000 € No. of Units 80
- Available 43  This is a gated residential complex currenlty under construction (Aug 2023)
to be completed by the 4th quarter of 2024. It offers 80 three and four-bedroom townhouses
featuring innovative, contemporary, functional design that blends in with beautiful natural
surroundings.  This is a gated residential complex with 80 three and four-bedroom
townhouses featuring innovative, contemporary, functional design that blends in with
beautiful natural surroundings. As well as the landscaped gardens, leisure areas and
communal outdoor pool on the ...
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omplex, you also have easy access to the exclusive adjacent sports and leisure centre with its paddle courts, spa,

gym etc. Additional luxury is provided by south and southwest facing homes that make full advantage of ample

natural light and the enticing ambience of the Mediterranean coast. Evergreen's communal spaces have been

conceived and designed to reflect a strong commitment to sustainability, with top-quality features and facilities

found throughout the complex.  Each of the 80 seeks to provide a perfect blend of design and comfort. Communal

areas and spacious home interiors have been designed to make the most of ample natural light, and to offer an

exceptionally attractive product that is hard to match. We want Evergreen to become your special place in the

world. Spacious living areas have been designed with great attention to detail. Picture windows, large-format

porcelain floor tiles and the orientation of the house allow for maximum use of natural light at any time of day. Not

to mention magnificent terraces where you can enjoy stunning sunsets. Kitchens have been designed as an

integral part of the living area to create a bright and spacious living space for all-day use. Specifications reflect the

quality you would expect from such a high-quality project, with quartz countertops, fitted appliances and integrated

LED lights to provide warmth and sophistication. In the bathrooms the elegance of large-format porcelain tiles

reflects our overall commitment to quality and design. All this while never losing sight of functionality, low energy

consumption and specifications that meet the criteria that are an integral part of this development: sustainability,

practicality and comfort.  If you would like to tailor-make your home, we offer various options, including: • 3 options

of kitchen furniture pack. • 2 choices of apartment and kitchen flooring. • 3 choices of paint for walls. • 2 options of

wall cladding in bathroom.  Personalization of electrical appliances and kitchen fittings directly with the supplier

(additional cost option). The choices of personalization offered by the developer must be communicated prior to

deadline date established by the Construction Management in accordance with the level of progress of the

construction work. If no choices are communicated before that date, the dwelling will be delivered according to

standard model.  El Chaparral needs no introduction for those living on the Costa del Sol. Located halfway between

La Cala de Mijas and Fuengirola, this charming small-scale complex is strongly associated with one of the most

popular sports in the area: golf. This green oasis in the heart of the Costa del Sol combines close contact with

nature and some of the finest dining and entertainment options of an area already famous for its bars, restaurants

and leisure and sports facilities. Neighbouring El Chaparral Beach is just five minutes from the complex. A place to

relax with family and friends and enjoy the wide variety of water sports and beach clubs dotted around each of the

coves. There is no better spot for enjoying the best Mediterranean climate all year round.  It is is ideally locate
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d right next to El Chaparral Golf Course, a few metres from the beach of the same name, and very close to the

lively and bustling entertainment area of La Cala de Mijas and the historic centre of Fuengirola. A great place to

enjoy the spirit of the Costa del Sol to the full. The adjacent golf course is just one of over 70 golf courses dotted

along the Costa del Sol, where you and your friends can spend long days enjoying your favourite sport.

International schools, health centres and a wide variety of attractive shopping options only serve to enhance the

reputation of this solidly established and sought after area.  Just 20 minutes away is the vibrant and sophisticated

city of Marbella, offering everything you could possibly need for enjoying the authentic Mediterranean lifestyle.  For

further information contact us today for brochures, floor plans and availabilty.
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